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Elements of Tragedy

1969

two representative and important works in one volume by one of the greatest german philosophers the birth of tragedy 1872 was nietzsche s first book its

youthful faults were exposed by nietzsche in the brilliant attempt at a self criticism which he added to the new edition of 1886 but the book whatever its

excesses remains one of the most relevant statements on tragedy ever penned it exploded the conception of greek culture that was prevalent down through

the victorian era and it sounded themes developed in the twentieth century by classicists existentialists psychoanalysts and others the case of wagner 1888

was one nietzsche s last books and his wittiest in attitude and style it is diametrically opposed to the birth of tragedy both works transcend their ostensible

subjects and deal with art and culture as well as the problems of the modern age generally each book in itself gives us an inadequate idea of its author

together they furnish a striking image of nietzsche s thought the distinguished translations by walter kaufmann superbly reflect in english nietzsche s idiom

and the vitality of his style professor kaufmann has also furnished running footnote commentaries relevant passages from nietzsche s correspondence a

bibliography and for the first time in any edition an extensive index to each book

A Definition of Tragedy

2012-03-01

this groundbreaking collection provokes a major reassessment of the significance of tragedy and the tragic in late modernity a distinguished group of

scholars and theorists extends the discussion of tragedy beyond its usual parameters to include film popular culture and contemporary politics seven new

essays as well as eight essays originally published in a new literary history special issue on tragedy address important previously neglected areas of tragedy

and postcolonial criticism the new material explores the tragic dimensions of popular culture the relationship between tragedy and pity and feminism s

avoidance of the tragic and includes an incisive history of tragic theory classic and cutting edge this collection offers a provocative accessible and

comprehensive treatment of tragedy and tragic theory contributors elisabeth bronfen university of zurich stanley corngold princeton university simon critchley

university of essex joshua foa dienstag university of california los angeles wai chee dimock yale university page dubois university of california san diego terry
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eagleton university of manchester rita felski university of virginia simon goldhill cambridge university heather k love university of pennsylvania michel

maffesoli university of paris v martha c nussbaum university of chicago timothy j reiss new york university kathleen m sands university of massachusetts

boston david scott columbia university george steiner university of geneva olga taxidou university of edinburgh

The Birth of Tragedy and The Case of Wagner

2010-05-05

an engrossing and provocative look at the decline of tragedy in modern art all men are aware of tragedy in life but tragedy as a form of drama is not

universal so begins george steiner s adept analysis of the demise of classic tragedy as a dramatic depiction of heroism and suffering in the death of tragedy

steiner examines the uniqueness and importance of the greek classical tragedy from antiquity to the age of jean racine and william shakespeare as providing

stark insight into the grief and joy of human existence then delving into the works of john keats henrik ibsen samuel beckett

Rethinking Tragedy

2008-02-11

this study of the political significance of theories of tragedy and ordinary language uses of tragedy offers a fresh perspective on democracy in contemporary

times

Thomas Hardy

1975-06-18

philosopher s classic study declares that greek tragedy achieved greatness through a fusion of elements of apollonian restraint and control with dionysian

components of passion and the irrational
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The Death of Tragedy

1961

modern tragedy first published in 1966 is a study of the ideas and ideologies which have influenced the production and analysis of tragedy williams sees

tragedy both in terms of literary tradition and in relation to the tragedies of modern society of revolution and disorder and of individual experience modern

tragedy is available only in this broadview encore edition now edited and with a critical introduction by pamela mccallum

The Politics of Tragedy and Democratic Citizenship

2011-03-31

a selection of essays on tragedy this volume begins with the premise that any reading of tragedy can be stimulated and enriched by supplementary critical

texts which have been selected for precisely those qualities that would enhance one s response to tragedy the text attempts a reconstruction of the canon of

the criticism of tragedy through a critical overview of traditional classical commentary russian formalism reader response theory structuralism post

structuralism deconstructionism and marxist criticism includes selections from the writings of aristotle hegel nietzsche georg lukacs arthur miller karl jaspers

max sheler laurence michel henry alonzo myers northrop frye albert c outler and others

The Birth of Tragedy

2012-03-01

tragedy a short introduction reinvigorates the genre for readers who are eager to embrace it but who often find the traditional masterpieces too distant from

their own language and world argues that today s most popular television shows and films thrive on the type of violence passion madness and catastrophe

first introduced to the stage in fifth century athens offers selected case studies that exemplify the compelling qualities of tragedy reviews the history of tragic

performance and the qualities of the classic tragic hero and clarifies the role of plot in defining traged analyzes the difference between a tragedy a
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catastrophe and a mere unhappy ending explores the past and future of the tragic form

Modern Tragedy

2006-02-06

this volume considers the relationship between greek tragedy and philosophy in the context of the ancient greek works themselves suggesting that the

tradition of philosophical thought concerning tragedy has a major place in understandings both of ancient tragedy and of modernity itself

The Questions of Tragedy

1991

a new account of tragedy and its fundamental position in western culture in this compelling account eminent literary critic terry eagleton explores the

nuances of tragedy in western culture from literature and politics to philosophy and theater eagleton covers a vast array of thinkers and practitioners

including nietzsche walter benjamin and slavoj Žižek as well as key figures in theater from sophocles and aeschylus to shakespeare and ibsen eagleton

examines the political nature of tragedy looking closely at its connection with periods of historical transition the dramatic form originated not as a meditation

on the human condition but at moments of political engagement when civilizations struggled with the conflicts that beset them tragedy eagleton demonstrates

is fundamental to human experience and culture

Tragedy

2009-02-09

essays in this volume seek to clarify the meaning of tragedy and the tragic in its many german contexts art forms and disciplines from literature and

philosophy to music painting and history
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Elements of Tragedy

1969

this is a new release of the original 1910 edition

Tragedy and the Idea of Modernity

2015

michelle zerba engages current debates about the relationship between literature and theory by analyzing responses of theorists in the western tradition to

tragic conflict isolating the centrality of conflict in twentieth century definitions of tragedy professor zerba discusses the efforts of modern critics to locate in

aristotle s poetics the origins of this focus on agon through a study of ethical and political ideas formative of the poetics she demonstrates why aristotle and

his renaissance and neoclassical beneficiaries exclude conflict from their accounts of tragedy the agonistic element the book argues first emerges in

dramatic criticism in nineteenth century romantic theories of the sublime and more influentially in hegel s lectures on drama and history this turning point in

the history of speculation about tragedy is examined with attention to a dynamic between the systematic aims of theory and the subversive conflicts of tragic

plays in readings of various classical and renaissance dramatists professor zerba reveals that strife in tragedy undermines expectations of coherence closure

and moral stability on which theory bases its principles of dramatic order from aristotle to hegel the philosophical interest in securing these principles

determines attitudes toward conflict originally published in 1988 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make

available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these

important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to

the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905
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Tragedy

2020-08-04

faas has written a provocative book challenging the familiar literary and philosophical theories of tragedy from aristotle onwards his judicious use of

nietzschean insights both stimulates and compels assent exuberant scholarship from first page to last irving layton

Tragedy and the Tragic in German Literature, Art, and Thought

2014

nietzsche s philosophy at once revolutionary erudite and deep reaches into all spheres of the arts well into a second century of influence the profundity of

his ideas and the complexity of his writings still determine nietzsche s power to engage his readers his first book the birth of tragedy presents us with a lively

inquiry into the existential meaning of greek tragedy we are confronted with the idea that the awful truth of our existence can be revealed through tragic art

whereby our relationship to the world transfigures from pessimistic despair into sublime elation and affirmation it is a landmark text in his oeuvre and remains

an important book both for newcomers to nietzsche and those wishing to enrich their appreciation of his mature writings nietzsche and the birth of tragedy

provides a clear account of the text and explores the philosophical literary and historical influences bearing upon it each chapter examines part of the text

explaining the ideas presented and assessing relevant scholarly points of interpretation the book will be an invaluable guide to readers in philosophy literary

studies and classics coming to the birth of tragedy for the first time

The Language of Tragedy

1984-06-01

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos

2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent
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accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for

future generations to enjoy

The Origin of Tragedy

2014-03-30

hölderlin 1770 1843 is the magnificent writer whom nietzsche called my favourite poet his writings and poetry have been formative throughout the twentieth

century and as influential as those of hegel his friend at the same time his madness has made his poetry infinitely complex as it engages with tragedy and

irreconcilable breakdown both political and personal with anger and with mourning this study gives a detailed approach to hölderlin s writings on greek

tragedy especially sophocles whom he translated into german and gives close attention to his poetry which is never far from an engagement with tragedy

hölderlin s writings always fascinating enable a consideration of the various meanings of tragedy and provide a new reading of shakespeare particularly

julius caesar hamlet and macbeth the work proceeds by opening into discussion of nietzsche especially the birth of tragedy since hölderlin was such a

decisive figure for modernism to say nothing of modern germany he matters intensely to such differing theorists and philosophers as walter benjamin theodor

adorno martin heidegger maurice blanchot and jacques derrida all of whose views are discussed herein drawing upon the insights of hegelian philosophy

and psychoanalysis this book gives the english speaking reader ready access to a magnificent body of poetry and to the poet as a theorist of tragedy and of

madness hölderlin s poetry is quoted freely with translations and commentary provided this book is the first major account of hölderlin in english to offer the

student and general reader a critical account of a vital body of work which matters to any study of poetry and to all who are interested in poetry s

relationships to madness it is essential reading in the understanding of how tragedy pervades literature and politics and how tragedy has been regarded and

written about from hegel to walter benjamin

The Essence of Tragedy and Other Footnotes and Papers

1968

the birth of tragedy 1872 was nietzsche s first book the genealogy of morals 1887 one of his last both are about the conflict between the moral and aesthetic
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approaches to life the impact of christianity on human values the meaning of science the famous contrast between the apollonian and dionysian spirits and

the other themes that dominated nietzsche s life and have made him a figure of the first magnitude for contemporary thought

The Vision of Tragedy

1962

this book reads tragedy as a genre in which the protagonist is estranged from the world around him and displaced in time space and language comes to

inhabit a milieu which is no longer shared by other characters this alienation from others also entails a decomposition of the integrity of the individual which

is often seen in tragedy s uncertainty about the protagonists autonomy do they act or do the gods act through them where are the boundaries of the self and

the boundaries of the human after an introductory essay exploring the theatrical and linguistic means by which the protagonist is made to inhabit a strange

and singular world the book devotes essays to plays from classical renaissance and neo classical literature by aeschylus sophocles seneca shakespeare

and racine close attention is paid to the linguistic strangeness of the texts which is often smoothed over by editors and translators as it is through the

weirdness of tragic language that the deep estrangement of the characters is shown accordingly the greek latin and french texts are quoted in the originals

with translations added and attention is paid to textual cruces which illustrate the linguistic and conceptual difficulties of these plays

The Vision of Tragedy

1994-04-01

this reinterpretation of greek tragedy focuses on the performative the physical and civic dimension of tragedy it challenges the idealist humanist and

universalist approaches that have informed our most cherished philosophical psychoanalytical and modern interpretations of greek tragedy

Tragedy and Theory

2014-07-14
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here is presented a new theory of the origins of tragedy based on its perceived kinship with mourning ritual mourners and tragic protagonists alike journey

through dangerous transitional states confront the uncanny express themselves in antithetical style and above all enact their ambivalence toward their

beloved dead elements common to both tragedy and mourning ritual are first identified in actual chinese african and greek funerary rites and then analyzed

in tragedies by aeschylus sophocles shakespeare racine ibsen o neill miller beckett and ionesco included is a firsthand account of exploration of the tragedy

mourning link in the rehearsal process of the great experimental theater director joseph chaikin opening her first chapter dr cole says the grave is the

birthplace of tragic drama and ghosts are its procreators for tragedy is the performance of ambivalence which ghosts emblematize what we fear in particular

the revenant the ghost returning to haunt us is also what we desire the extending of life beyond the moment of death

Tragedy and After

1984-08-01

the fourth installment from the father modern contemporary poetry the leader of the new gothic movement you are invited to peer once again into the mind

of a brilliant strange insightful tragic figure as he blurs the line between genius and madness

A Cultural History of Tragedy in the Age of Empire

2020

much has been written about the heroic figures of sophocles powerful dramas now charles segal focuses our attention not on individual heroes and heroines

but on the world that inspired and motivated their actions a universe of family city nature and the supernatural he shows how these ancient masterpieces

offer insight into the abiding question of tragedy how one can make sense of a world that involves so much apparently meaningless violence and suffering in

a series of engagingly written interconnected essays segal studies five of sophocles seven extant plays ajax oedipus tyrannus philoctetes antigone and the

often neglected trachinian women he examines the language and structure of the plays from several interpretive perspectives drawing both on traditional

philological analysis and on current literary and cultural theory he pays particular attention to the mythic and ritual backgrounds of the plays noting sophocles

reinterpretation of the ancient myths his delineation of the heroes and their tragedies encompasses their relations with city and family conflicts between men
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and women defiance of social institutions and the interaction of society nature and the gods segal s analysis sheds new light on sophocles plays among the

most widely read works of classical literature and on their implications for greek views on the gods moral life and sexuality table of contents preface

introduction drama and perspective in ajax myth poetry and heroic values in the trachinian women time oracles and marriage in the trachinian women

philoctetes and the imperishable piety lament and closure in antigone time and knowledge in the tragedy of oedipus freud language and the unconscious the

gods and the chorus zeus in oedipus tyrannus earth in oedipus tyrannus abbreviations notes index reviews of this book sophocles tragic world is a lucidly

written work of great theoretical sophistication and learning offering many new insights into the fundamental meaning of the plays dd victor bers bryn mawr

classical review segal refutes reductionist attempts to derive from a sophoclean tragedy a unitary moral or message the dramas segal argues present

insoluble dilemmas that require the audience to engage with the situations the characters face the choices the characters make and the consequences of

those choices this book will be of interest to anyone who wants a fuller appreciation of sophocles dramatic art dd andrew szegedy maszak new england

classical journal segal s strengths as a critic are sensitivity to detail breadth of cultural reference and open mindedness these qualities make his writing rich

this is a book which could enhance any reader s understanding of sophocles dd greece and rome a fine collection of nine essays a richly rewarding

collection amply illustrated with specific detailed reference to the texts that one always tries to inculcate in one s pupils for them this will be invaluable dd jim

neville jact review sophocles tragic world is an organized collection of nine essays plus introduction on five plays ajax trachiniae philoctetes antigone and

especially ot to which four of the chapters are devoted the introduction and three of the essays one on ant two on ot are new the others are revisions of

published articles dating originally from 1976 to 1993 for several decades now segal has been so articulate about greek tragedy and so productive in his

articulations that one has acquired an unusually sharp sense of the changing shape and direction that his readings have taken over the years dd m s silk

classical review charles segal has written a superb critical study of five of the seven extant plays by sophocles segal s analytical interests go beyond the

usual discussion of the nature of heroic greatness of tragic stature he is principally concerned with the tragic world which sophocles depicts segal writes in a

lucid jargon free prose that is also dramaturgy of the highest order segal s strength as a critic issues directly from a wide ranging sensitivity to the epic

tradition and a nuanced awareness of the dramatic use of temporal shifts and poetic displacements segal s terrific lucid book should also be required

reading for anyone interested in the tragic stature of women in greek tragedy his complex thinking on the subject gives justice to the basic intractability of

sophocles s views on the nature of feminine sensibility dd randy gener new york theatre wire this work includes five previously published essays and four

new essays once more segal brings his considerable scholarship to bear on the plays of sophocles addressing five of the seven extant tragedies dd choice
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Nietzsche and The Birth of Tragedy

2013

despite the pervasive early christian repudiation of pagan theatrical art especially prior to constantine this monograph demonstrates the increasing attention

of late ancient christian authors to the genre of tragedy as a basis to explore the complexities of human finitude suffering and mortality in relation to the

wisdom justice and providence of god the book argues that various christian writers particularly in the post constantinian era were keenly devoted to the

mimesis or imaginative re presentation of the tragic dimension of creaturely existence more than with simply mimicking the poetics of the classical greek and

roman tragedians it analyses a whole array of hermeneutical literary and rhetorical manifestations of tragical mimesis in early christian writing which

capitalizing on the elements of tragedy already perceptible in biblical revelation aspired to deepen and edify christian engagement with multiform evil and

with the extreme vicissitudes of historical existence early christian tragical mimetics included not only interpreting and often amplifying the bible s own

tragedies for contemporary audiences but also developing models of the christian self as a tragic self revamping the christian moral conscience as a tragical

conscience and cultivating a distinctively christian tragical pathos the study culminates in an extended consideration of the theological intelligence and

accountability of tragical vision and tragical mimesis in early christian literary culture and the unique role of the theological virtue of hope in its repertoire of

tragical emotions

Tragedy and Innocence

1977*

in these four novellas the author of mrs caliban continues to work the fictional territory she has made her own each of the four stories is highlighted by some

twist of horror
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Tragedy and Melodrama

1968

The Origin of Tragedy

2012-01

Tragedy

1957

The language of tragedy

1966

Hölderlin and the Poetry of Tragedy

2014-01-01

The Birth of Tragedy & The Genealogy of Morals

1956-05-07
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The Strangeness of Tragedy

2009-09-17

Tragedy, Modernity and Mourning

2004

˜Theœ harvest of tragedy

1966

The Absent One

1985

The Book of Tragedy 0

2009-11-13

Sophocles' Tragic World

2009-06-30
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Principles of Tragedy

1968

Visions and Faces of the Tragic

2020-06-11

The End of Tragedy

1989
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